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NEW QUESTION: 1
The following statements about the N+M:B
methods supported by the OceanStor 9000,
A. Can allow B nodes to fail at the same
data
B. Can allow M nodes to fail at the same
data
C. Allow at least 1 node failure without
regardless of whether M and B.
D. Can allow any M hard disks to fail at
losing data
Answer: B

data protection
which is wrong?
time without losing
time without losing
losing data,
the same time without
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Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 3
Refer to the exhibit.
Management has tasked an administrator to restore the VM,
VMforQuestion to a previous point in time (3:20pm), to recover
from a corrupted set of files.
Which snapshot should the administrator choose, and which
action(s) should be executed?
A. Snapshot 1, Restore
B. Snapshot 1 Details, review restore points. then Clone
C. Snapshot 2 Restore
D. Snapshot 2 Details review restore points. then Clone
Answer: B

NEW QUESTION: 4

A. Option
B. Option
C. Option
D. Option
E. Option
Answer: C
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